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Abstract. We consider optimal control problems for discrete-time systems with delays. The 
main goal is to derive necessary optimality conditions of the discrete maximum principle typf' 
in the case of nonsmooth minimizing functions. We obtain two independent forms of the di~­
crete maximum principle with transversality conditions described in terms of subdiff('rentials 
and superdifferentials, respectively. The superdifferential form is new even for rHm-dday('d 
systems and may be essentially stronger than a more conventional subdifferential form 111 
some situations. 
Key words and phrases. Optimal control. discrete-time systems. time delays. maximum 
principle, nonsmooth variational analysis, subdifferentials and supf'rdiffer('ntials. 
1 Introduction 
This paper is devot('d to t lw study of nonsmooth optimal ('OUt rol probl<'lll~ ~o\'l'rtlf'd t J\ 
discrete-time systems with time delays in state variables. As tlw ha.•;ic modi'!. "''' con~tdt·r 
the following problem (P) of tlw ~layer type: 
minimize J(x, u) := ~(x(ti)) ( I. 1 ) 
over discrete control processes { x( ·), u ( ·)} satisfying 
x(t +h) = x(t) + hf(t. x(t). x(t- r), u(t)), x(t0 ) = x0 E IR.n, (I. 2) 
1 Research was partly supported by the ;o.;ational Science Foundation under grant DMS-00721 79 and by 
the Distinguished Faculty Fellowship at Wayne State University. 
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u(t) E U, t E T :={to, to+ h, ... , t1- h}, (1.3) 
x(t) = c(t), t E To:= {to-r, t0 - r + h, ... , to- h}, (1.4) 
where h > 0 is a discrete stepsize, r = Nh is a time delay with some N E IN:= {1, 2, ... }, U 
is a compact set describing constraints on control values in (1.3), and c( ·) is a given function 
describing the initial "tail" condition (1.4) for the delayed system (1.2). Problems of this 
type arise in variational analysis of delay-differential systems via discrete approximations; cf. 
[8, 9] and their predecessors for non-delayed systems in [14] and [6, 7]. They are important 
for many applications, especially to economic modelling, to qualitative and numerical aspects 
of optimization and control of various hereditary processes, to numerical solutions of control 
systems with distributed parameters, etc.; see, e.g., [1, 2, 8, 12, 16] and the references 
therein. Note that delayed discrete systems may be reduced to non-delayed ones of a bigger 
dimension by a multi-step procedure and that they both can be reduced to finite-dimensional 
mathematical programming. Nevertheless, optimal control problems of type (P) deserve a 
special attention in order to obtain results that take into account their particular dynamic 
structure and the influence of delays on the process of dynamic optimization. 
It is well known that. while for continuous-time systems optimal controls satisf~· tht> Pon-
tryagin maximum principlr without restrictive assumptions [11], its discretr analugut> (tllf' 
discrete maximum principle) does not generally hold unless a certain convexity is impost>d a 
priori on the control systrm: srr. e.g., [1. .J. 5. 12] and their referencrs. A rlrar ('Xplanatiun 
of this phenomenon is giwn in Section 5.9 of Pshenichnyi 's book [ 13] ( t IH' fir~t Pdit ion!. 
where it is shown why discrPtP systems. rrquin• a convexity assumption for tiH· ,.,dtdtt\' uf 
the maximum principle while continuous-time systems enjoy it automatically du•· to t lw 
so-called "hidden convexity". RPlationships betwPen conn'xity and tlw maximuut prmnplt· 
are transparent from the vit>WJ.wint of nonsrnooth analysis due to thP spPcial nat llrt' of t lw 
normal cone to convex sets: cf. [ l.J] and [ 6]. 
The goal of this papPr is to derive necpssary optimality conditions in t lw furru of t lw 
discrete maximum principl(' for problPm ( P) and some of its genrralizat ions. Our .~tawiwy 
assumption is that f = f(t. I. y. u) is continuous with respect to all variables but t and 
continuously differentiablr with respect to the stat£' variables (r, y) for all t E T and 11 E l' 
near the optimal solution under consideration. We do not assume any smoothne8.~ of t IH• 
cost function <p and derive new versions of the discrete maximum principle with t ransn·r-
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sality conditions taking into account the nonsmoothness of cp. A striking result obtained in 
this paper, new for both delayed and no.n-delayed systems, is the superdifferential form of 
the discrete maximum principle, where the transversality condition is expressed in terms of 
the so-called Frechet superdifferential. This is a rather surprising result, since it applies to 
minimization problems for which subdifferential forms of necessary optimality conditions are 
more conventional. We also obtain the discrete maximum principle for nonsmooth problems 
with transversality conditions of subdifferential type that extend known results to the case 
of delayed systems. We'll discuss relationships between the superdifferential and subdiffer-
ential forms of the discrete maximum principle: they are generally independent while the 
superdifferential one may be essentially stronger in some situations when it applies. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents basic definitions and 
preliminaries from nonsmooth analysis used in the sequel. In Section 2 we prove the su-
perdifferential form of the discrete maximum principle and formulate some of its corollaries. 
Section 4 contains versions of the subdifferential discrete maximum principle for delayed 
systems and their comparison with the superdifferential version of Section 3. 
Our notation is basically standard; see, e.g., [15]. Let us mention that A • stands for thP 
adjoint (transposed) matrix to A and that 
Lim s_up F(x) := { y E IRm J :J sequences Xk ---t i and Yk ---t y 
X-tX 
with Yk E F(xk) for all k E .DV} 
denotes the Painleve-Kuratowski upper (outer) limit for a set-valued mapping F: lR" =1 IR'" 
as x ---t i. The expressions 
cl f2. co f2, and cone f2 := { etxl et > 0, I E f2} 
stand for the closure. con\'eX hull. and conic hull of a set n. reSJ)('Ctiwly. Thr not at ion I ~~ I 
means that x ---t i with ;(r) -t ;(i). 
2 Tools of N onsmooth Analysis 
In this section we re\'iew several constructions of nonsmooth analysis and their pro pert iPs 
needed in what follows. For more information we refer the reader to [3, 6, 15]. 
Let f2 be a nonempty set in IR", and let 
n(x; f2) := {wE cl f2 with lx- wl = dist(x; f2)} 
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be the Euclidean projector of X to the closure of n. The basic normal cone [6] to n at 
x E cl 0 is defined by 
N(x; 0) := Lims_up (cone (x- II(x; 0))]. 
x-+x 
(2.1) 
This cone if often nonconvex, and its convex closure agrees with the Clarke normal cone [3]. 
Given an extended-real-valued function cp: mn -+ IR := [-oo, oo] finite at x, we define its 
basic subdi.fferential [ 6] by 
acp(x) := {x* E IRnl (x*,-1) E N((x,cp(x));epicp)}, (2.2) 
where epicp := {(x,f.t) E JRn+ll J-L ~ cp(x)} stands for the epigraph of cp. If cp is locally 
Lipschitzian around x, then &cp(x) is a nonempty compact satisfying 
(x*, -A) E N((x,cp(x));epicp) {:::::>A~ o, x* E Aacp(x). (2.3) 
One always has 8cp(x) = co &cp(x) for the Clarke generalized gradient of locally Lipschitzian 
functions [3]. Note the the latter construction, in contrast to (2.2), possesses the classical 
plus-minus symmetry 8( -cp)(x) = -lJcp(x). If cp is lower semicontinuous around x, then the 
basic subdifferential (2.2) admits the representation 
&cp(x) = LimsupBcp(x) 
x~x 
in terms of the so-called Frechet subdi.fferential of cp at x defined by 
Bcp(x) := {x· E JJrjlim inf cp(u)- cp(x)- (x*, u- x) ~ o}. 
u-+x lu- xl 
The symmetric constructions 
&+cp(x) := -&( -cp)(x), §+cp(x) := -8( -cp)(i) 
(2.-t) 
(2.5) 
to (3.2) and (2.4) are called. respectively, the basic superdifferential and the Frechet super·dzf-
ferential of cp at x. l\ote that 
§+cp(x) := {x" E JRnjlim sup cp(x)- cp(x)- _(x•' X-£) ~ 0} 
x-+x lx- xl (2.6) 
and that both Bcp(£) and §+cp(i) are nonempty simultaneously if and only if <p is Freche>t 
differentiable at £, in which case they both reduce to the classical (Frechet) derivative of ;p 
at this point: 
Bcp(i) = §+cp(x) = {vrcp(x) }. (2.7) 
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In contrast, the basic subdifferential and superdifferential are simultaneously nonempty for 
every locally Lipschitzian function; they may be essentially different, e.g., for <p(x) = lxl on 
1R when o<p(O) = [-1, 1] while o+<p(O) = { -1, 1}. Note also that if <pis Lipschitz continuous 
around x, then 
if and only if <p is strictly differentiable at x, i.e., 
lim <p(x)- <p(x')- (\i'<p(x),x- x') = 0 x-+~ lx- x'l ' 
x'-tx 
(2.8) 
which happens, in particular, when <p is continuously differentiable around x. The singleton 
relations (2.8) may be violated if <p is just differentiable but not strictly differentiable at i. 
For example, if <p(x) = x2 sin(1/x) for x # 0 with <p(O) = 0, then 
O<p(O) = a+cp(O) = [-1, 1] while B<p(O) = §+<p(O) = {0}. 
Recall [6] that <pis lower regular at x if o<p(x) = B<p(x). It happens, in particular. whrn 
<p is either strictly differrntiable at x or convex. Moreover, lower regularity holds for the 
class of weakly convex functions [10], which includes both smooth and com·ex functions and 
is closed with respect to taking the ma.ximum over compact sets. l\otr that the latt<>r class 
is a subclass of quasidifferentiable functions in the sense of Pshenichnyi [13]. 
A large class of lower rrgular functions (in somewhat stronger sense) has been studied in 
[15] under the namr of amt·nabilzty. It was shown there that thr class of amenabiP function~ 
enjoys a fairly rich calculus and includes a large core of functions frpquently encouutt•rpd 1n 
finite-dimensional minirnizat ion. 
Symmetrically.-.; is UfJfJfr rrgular at i if o+cp(i) = D+..;(i). It follows from (2 .. ">) that 
this property is equi\"alent to th<' lower rrgularity of -<pat£. Thus all the facts about sub-
differentials and low<>r r<>gularity r<>lati\'C' to minimization can lw symm<>trically t ransft•rr('d 
to superdifferentials and upper n•gularity relati\"e to rna.ximization. ThP point is that in t ht• 
next section we are going to apply superdifferentials and upper regularity to rrmmru::at wrt 
problems. The following proposition is useful in this respect. 
~ Proposition 2.1 Let <p: IR.n -t JR. be Lipschitz continuous around i and upper regular at 
this point. Then 0 # §+ cp( x) = 8.p( x). 
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Proof. The nonemptiness of a+cp(x) follows directly from o<p(x) =f=. 0 for locally Lipschitzian 
functions and the definition of upper regularity. Due to 8<p(x) = co ocp(x), any local Lip-
schitzian function is lower regular at x if and only if Bcp(x) = 8cp(x). Hence the upper 
regularity of cp at x and the plus-minus symmetry of the generalized gradient imply that 
a+cp(x) = -8( -cp)(x) = -8( -cp)(x) = 8cp(x), 
which ends the proof of the proposition. 0 
Note that all the assumptions of Proposition 2.1 hold for concave functions continuous 
around x. 
3 Superdifferential Form of the Discrete Maximum Prin-
ciple 
In this section we first study the discrete optimal control problem (P) defined in (1.1)-(1.4) 
and then consider its multiple delay generalization. Let { x( ·), u( ·)} be a feasible process to 
(P), and let { x(· ), u( ·)} be an optimal process to this problem. For convenience we introducP 
the following notation: 
~(t) := (x(t). x(t- r)), ((t) := (x(t),x(t- r)), 
f(t,~,u) := f(t.x(t).x(t- r),u(t)). f(t.(,u) := f(t.i(t).i(f- r).u(t)). 
f(t + r. ~. u) := f(t + r, x(t + r), x(t), u(t + r)) . 
.6.x(t) := x(t)- x(t), .6.f(t) := f(t, ~, u)- f(t, (, il), .6.uf(t) := f(t, ~. u)- f(t. ~- il). 
Using this notation, we define the adjoint system 
or - of" -p(t) = p(t +h)+ h ox (t.~. u)p(t +h)+ hoy (t + r,~. u)p(t + r +h), t E T. (3.1) 
to (2.2) along the optimal process {i(·),il(·)}. Consider the Hamilton-Pontryaginfunrtum 
H(t, p(t +h), ~(t), u(t)) := (p(t +h), f(t, ~(t), u(t)) ), (3.2) 
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which allows us to rewrite the adjoint system (3.1) in the simplified form 
p(t) = p(t +h)+ h[~~ (t) + ~~ (t + r)] 
with H(t) := H(t,p(t +h), ~(t), u(t)). Form the set 
A(u(t)) := { u E uj f(t, ~' u) E a(f(t, ~' u); f(t, ~' U)) }, 
where a(q; Q) denotes the star-neighborhood of q E Q relative to Q defined by 
(3.3) 
a(q; Q) := {a E Qj :3 Ek.!. 0 such that q + Ek(a- q) E Q for all k E .nv}. (3.4) 
It easily follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that A(u(t)) = U if the set f(t, ~' U) is convex. The 
following theorem establishes a new superdifferential form of the discrete maximum principle 
for both delayed and non-delayed systems. 
Theorem 3.1 Let {x(·), u(·)} be an optimal process to (P). Assume that <p: IR.n --+ IR ts 
finite at x(t!) and that §+<p(x(tl)) # 0. Then for any x* E §+<p(x(tl)) one has the discrete 
maximum principle 
H(t, p(t +h), x(t), x(t- T), u(t)) = max H(t, p(t +h), x(t), x(t- T), u), t E T. (3.5) 
uE:\(il(l)) 
where p( ·) is an adjoint trajectory satisfying ( 3.1) and the transversality conditzon.~ 
p(t1) = -x·, p( t) = 0 for t > t 1• 
The maximum condition (3.5) is global over all u E U if the set f(t. ( [') lS coTitTI 
Proof. ·Take an arbitrary r• E §+ 9(i(t!) ). It follows from (2.6) that 
~(r)- ,;(i(td) ~ (x",x- i(t!)) + o(lr- i{tdl) (J it 
for all x sufficiently close to i(t 1). Put p(t!) := -x· and derive from (3.i) and (1.1 l that 
(J ~) 
for all feasible processes {x(·). u(·)} to (P) such that x(t!) is sufficiently closC' to i'(t!). OrH' 
always has the identity 
t1 -h t1-h 
(p(tl), ~x(tl)) = L (p(t +h)- p(t), ~x(t)) + L (p(t +h), ~x(t +h)- ~r(t) ). (3.9) 
t=to t=to 
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Due to (1.2) we get the representation 
[ of · - of - ] b.x(t +h) - b.x(t) = hb.f(t) = h lluf(t) + ox (t, ~' u)b.x(t) + oy (t, ~' u)flx(t- 7) + 7](t) , 
where the remainder ry(t) is computed by 
( of - of - _ ) (of - of - _ ) ry(t) ox (t, ~' u)- ox (t, ~' u) b.x(t) + oy (t, ~' u)- oy (t, ~' u) b.x(t- 7) 
+ o(jb.x(t)l) + o(jb.x(t- 7)1). 
This allows us to represent the second sum in (3.9) as 
tt-h L (p(t +h), b.x(t +h) - b.x(t)) 
t=to 
tt-h of -
- h t~ (p(t+h),b.uf(t)+ ox(t,(,u)b.x(t) 
of - ) + oy (t, ~, u)b.x(t - 7) + 77(t) . 
Using the equalities 
b.x(t) = 0 for t ~ t0 , p(t +h) = 0 for t ~ t 1 
and shifting the summation above, one has 
t1-h of _ ~~-h of _ I: (p(t +h), 8 (t, ~. u)ilx(t- 7)) = I: (p(t + 7 +h), a(t + 7, ~. u)ilx(t) ). (3.10) t=to Y t=to Y 
Finally, substituting (3.1). (3.9), and (3.10) into (3.8), we obtain 
t,-h t,-h 
J(x, u)- J(i. ii) = -h L iluH(t)- h L (p(t +h), ry(t)) + o(l~x(tt)l) ~ 0 (3.11) 
t=to t=to 
with iluH(t) := H(t.p(t + h).((t), u(t))- H(t,p(t + h).((t). ii(t)) wlu'nrvf'r ~x(/ 1 ) IS suHi-
ciently small. 
Let us prove that (3.11) implies that iluH(t) ~ 0 for any t E T and u E .\(ii(t)). which 
is equivalent to the discrete ma.ximum principle (3.5). Assuming thr contrary, \\'r find 
() E T and u E A(u(O)) with iluH(O) :=a> 0. ( 3.1:?) 
By definitions (3.3} and (3.4) there are sequences Ek.!. 0 and uk E U such that 
f(O, ~' u) + Ek (!(0, ~' u) - f(O, ~' u)) := f(O, ~, uk) E f(O, ~' U), 
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which is equivalent to 
Now let us consider needle variations of the optimal control defined by 
if t = (), 
if t E T \ { ()} , 
which are feasible to (P) for all k E IN, and let b.kx(t) be the corresponding perturbations 
of the optimal trajectory generated by vk(t). One can see that 
Akx(t) = 0 for t =to, ... ,() and lb.kx(t)i = O(ck) for t = () + h, ... , t1. 
This implies that 
t E T, 
and that TJk(t) = o(ck), k E IN, for the corresponding remainders TJk(·) defined above. Hence 
t,-h 
J(xk. vk) - J(x, u) = -h!::.uk H(()) - h L (p(t +h), TJk(t)) = -fkha + o(ck) < 0 
t=to 
for all large k E IN due to (3.12). Since xk(tt) 4 x(tt) as k 4 oo, this contradicts (3.11) 
and completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Let us present two important corollaries of Theorem 3.1. The first one assumes that -;is 
(Fnkhet) differentiable at the point x(tt). Note that it may not be strictly differentiable (and 
hence not upper regular) at this point as for the function cp( x) = x2 sin ( 1/ x) for x i= 0 with 
y(O) = 0; see Section 2. If<; is continuously differentiable around f(t 1) and f = f(t. r. u) in 
( 1.2). then this result and its proof go back to the discrete maximum principle for non-dPlayt>d 
systems established in [4, Chapter IX]. 
Corollary 3.2 Let {i(·), fi(·)} be an optimal process to (P), where ;pis assumed. to be dif-
ferentiable at x(tt). Then one has the discrere maximum principle (3.5) with p(·) satisfying 
(3.1) and 
p(tt) = -\lcp(i(tt)), p(t)=O for t>t1. (3.13) 
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Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.1 due to the second relation in (2.7), which ensures that 
(3.6) reduces to (3.13). 0 
The next corollary provides a striking result for upper regular and Lipschitz continuous 
cost functions c.p. In this case the discrete maximum principle holds with the transversality 
condition p(t1) = -x* given by any vector x* from the generalized gradient 8c.p(x(t1 )) while 
conventional results ensure such conditions only for some subgradient; see Section 4 for more 
discussions. 
Corollary 3.3 Let { x( ·), u( ·)} be an optimal process to ( P), where c.p is assumed to be 
Lipschitz continuous around x(ti) and upper regular at this point. Then for any vector 
x* E Bc.p(x(ti)) -=/= 0 one has the maximum principle (3.5) with p(·) satisfying (3.1) and (3.6). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.1. 0 
Now let us consider an extension (PI) of problem (P) to the case of multiple delays: 
minimize (1.1) over discrete control processes {x(·), u(·)} satisfying the system 
x(t +h)= x(t) + hf(t. x(t), x(t- TI), ... , x(t- Tm), u(t)), x(to) = x0 E 1R 71 • (3.1~) 
with many delays Tj = S.h for .v. E IN and i = 1, ... , m subject to constraints ( 1.3) and 
(1.4), where f = f(t. x. x 1 •...• I 711 • u) satisfies our standing assumption and when' tlw initial 
interval T0 is correspondingly modified. Denote ~(t) := (x(t),x(t- TI) .... ,i(t- 1 711 )) and 
define p( ·) satisfying ( 3.6) and t lw adjoint system 
Df. - _ 711 of· - _ 
p(t) = p(t +h)+ h-:-) (t.~.u)p(t +h)+ h L ~ (t + T1 .~.u)p(t + T1 +h) (:3 !.~>) 
(I •=l uX1 
for t E T, which can lw rP\\Tit tPn in the Hamiltonian form 
DH 111 DH 
p(t l = p( t + h) + 1z ax ( n + 1z ~ ax. ( t + '· l 
in terms of (3.2) with H(t) := H(t,p(t +h), ~(t), u(t)). The proof of the following thPon·rn 
is similar to the basic casr of ThPorrm 3.1 and can be omitted. 
Theorem 3.4 Let {i(·). ii(·)} bran optimal proce$S to (P1) with [J+ .;(i(tJ)) ::j:. 0. Thnt for 
any x* E §+c.p(x(ti)) one ha.'i thF dt8crete maximum principle 
H(t,p(t+h).~(t).ii(t))= max H(t,p(t+h),((t),u) forall tET, (3.1G) 
uE.\(il(t)) 
where p(·) is an adjoint trajectory satisfying (3.6) and (3.15). 
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Of course, we have the corollaries of Theorem 3.4 similar to the above ones for Theo-
rem 3.1. Let us obtain another corollary of Theorem 3.4 for a counterpart (P2) of the optimal 
control problem (P) involving discrete systems of neutral type 
x(t- T +h) - x(t- r) 
x(t +h)= x(t) + hf(t, x(t), x(t- r), h , u(t)), t E T, (3.17) 
x(t- T +h) - x(t- r) 
where h can be treated as an analogue of the delayed derivative x ( t-T) 
under the time discretization and where f = f(t, x, y, z, u) satisfies our standing assumption. 
Given an optimal process {x(·), u(·)} to (P2 ), we put 
i( ) . _ ( _ ( ) _ ( _ ) x ( t - T + h) - x ( t - T) ) T 
<, t .- X t , X t T , h , t E , (3.18) 
and define the adjoint discrete neutral type system 
at· - at· -
p(t) = p(t +h)+ h ax (t, ~' u)p(t +h)+ hay (t + T, ~' u)p(t + T +h) 
at• - at• -
+ az (t + T- h, ~' u)p(t + r) - az (t + T, ~' u)p(t + T +h), t E T. 
(3.19) 
Corollary 3.5 Let {x(-), u(·)} be an optimal process to (P2 ) with §+tp(x(tt)) # 0. Then for 
any x* E §+tp(x(ti)) one has the discrete maximum principle (3.16), where~(·) is defined in 
(3.18) and where p(·) is an adjoint trajectory satisfying (3.6) and (3.19). 
Proof. Observe that the nPutral system (3.17) can be easily reduced to (3.1-1) with two 
delays. Thus this corollary follows from Theorem 3.4 via simple calrulations. 
A drawback of the thE' superdifferential form of the discrete maximum principiP Pstali-
lished above is that the Frechf't superdifferential may be empty for nice functions important 
in nonsmooth minimization. e.g .. for convex functions that are not differentiable at minimum 
points. In the next section \\'£' deri\'e results on the discrete ma.ximum principlr that co\'f'r 
delayed problems of type (P) with general nonsmooth cost functions.;. RPsults oft lw lat 11·r 
subdifferential type are applicable to a broad class of nonsmooth probiPms. but t lw\ 111a\ 
not be that sharp as the superdifferential form of Theorem 3.1 whrn it appliPs. 
4 The Discrete Maximum Principle via Basic Normals 
and Subgradients 
In this final section of the paper we present nonsmooth \'ersions of the discrete maximum 
principle for the delayed problem (P) in (1.1)-(1.4) with trans\'ersality conditions express('d 
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in terms of basic normals and subgradients defined in Section 2. The corresponding modifi-
cations for problems (PI) and (P2 ) can be made similarly to Section 3. 
Theorem 4.1 Let {x(·), u(·)} be an optimal process to problem (P), and let x :== x(ti). 
Assume that the set f(t,x,y,U) is convex around (x(t),x(t- r)) for all t E T. Then one 
has the following assertions. 
(i) Let cp be lower semicontinuous around x. Then there is a nonzero vector (x*, .\) E 
JRn+I such that). 2: 0, (x*, -.\) E N((x, cp(x)); epi cp), and the discrete maximum principle 
H(t,p(t +h), x(t), x(t- r), u(t)) ==max H(t, p(t +h), x(t), x(t- r), u), t E T. ( 4.1) 
uEU 
holds with p( ·) satisfying (3.1) and (3.6). 
(ii) Let cp be Lipschitz continuous around x. Then there is x* E 8cp(x) such that (.tl) 
holds with p(·) satisfying (3.1) and (3.6). 
Proof. We'll proceed similarly to the non-delayed case using the method of metri·c approx-
imation; cf. [6, Section 11]. This method allows us to approximate the original nonsmoot h 
problem by a family of smooth discrete problems with delays and then arrive at thP desired 
conclusions by a limiting procedure involving the corresponding results and construct ions of 
Sections 2 and 3. 
Let us first prove assertion ( i). Taking a parameter 1 E JR., we consider a parauwt riC' 
family of the following optimal control problems (P-,) for delayed discrete system!'> with tlw 
distance-type cost functional: 
II 
minimizr J.,(I. u) := dist((r(tt).-r):epi;p) + L !r(t)- i(t)! 2 
t=to 
over control processes {r(·). u(-)} subjeCt to constraints (1.2)-{l..t). 
Let 1 : = cp( x ( t!)). and !Pt {i., ( ·). ii., ( ·)} bP optimal procpssPs to ({\ ) that oh\·1otl',h n t" t 
by the classical \\'eierstra.ss th<'on•m dur to th<' standing assumption!'> madt· in SP1'It11n 1 It 
follows from the structurP of (P.,) and the optimality of {x(·). u(-)} in tlw ori~inal problt•llt 
(P) that x1 (t) ---7 i(t) as A: --+ i for all t E T U { ti}. ~1or£>over. 
m 1 := dist((i")(tt).'));epi;,;) > 0 when£>v£'r 1 < '). ( I :! I 
The latter allows us to concl ud£> that, for any 1 < ). the process { i ") ( ·). ii") ( ·)} is optJrual to 
the smooth problem ( P 1 ) of minimizing the functional 
- 1/2 It 
J1 (x,u) := (lr(td- x-,1 2 + h- u·-,1 2 ) + L lx(t)- i(tW 
l=lo 
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subject to (1.2)-(1.4), where (x'Y, w'Y) is an arbitrary element of the Euclidean projector 
II( (x'Y(ti), r); epi <p) of (x'Y(ti), r) to the closed set epi <p. Introducing an additional state 
variable Xn+I(t) by 
Xn+l(t +h)= Xn+l(t) + lx(t)- i(t)1 2 , Xn+l(to) = 0, ( 4.3) 
we rewrite problem (P'Y) in the equivalent form of minimizing the Mayer-type functional 
- ( 2 2) l/2 - 2 J'Y(x, Xn+l, u) = lx(ti) - x'Y I + lr- w'YI + Xn+l (ti) + lx(ti) - x(ti) I ( 4.4) 
over {x(·),xn+1(·),u(·)} satisfying (1.2)-(1.4) and (4.3). Denote ~'Y(t) := (x'Y(t),i-y(t- T)) 
and observe that the sets f(t, ~'Y(t), U) are convex for all t E T while the cost function in 
(4.4) is differentiable at (x'Y(ti), in+ 1(tl)), where Xn+I(·) is generated by i-y(·) in (4.3). Now 
applying Corollary 3.2 to problem (P-y) as83d taking into account the structure of 
the cost function (4.4), we arrive at the discrete maximum principle 
H(t,p')'(t +h), ~-y(t), u-y(t)) = r;}lJ(H(t,p-y(t +h), ~-y(t), u), t E T, 
where p'Y(·) satisfies the adjoint system (3.1) along {i-y(·),u'Y(-)} with the transvrrsality 
conditions 
i...,(t 1)-x..., _ _ P-y(t 1) =- - 2(x,(tl)- x(t 1)), 
m..., 
p,(t) = 0 for t > t 1• 
where m-y > 0 is given in ( 4.2), and where 
Passing to the limit as 1 t i in the above relations and using thr construction of t lu· ba.,ir 
normal cone (2.1). we arrivr at all the conclusions of (i). 
To justify (ii) when..; is Lipschitz continuous around i(t!), we ohsPr\"l' that in tl11:-. c<L..,t' 
one has x* E >.ocp(:f(t!)) from (i) and {2.3). The latter implies that>. :f 0. which ~wid:-. (il) 
by normalization. 
Let us compare the superdiffrrential and subdifferential forms of tlH• disc.TPtP maxirlllllll 
principle from Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, respectively. As mentioned above, Theorem ·Ll is 
applicable to a broad class of nonsmooth problems (P) while Theorem 3.1 requirrs that 
§+tp(i(t 1)) i= 0, which excludes many nonsmooth functions. On the other hand. thP su-
perdifferential form has essential advantages for special classes of cost functions. 
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First we observe that Theorem 3.1 implies the gradient form (3.13) oftransversality when 
r.p is just differentiable at x(t1) (it may even not be Lipschitz continuous around this point) 
while Theorem 4.1 ensures (3.13) only when r.p is strictly differentiable at x(tt); see (2.8) and 
the related discussion in Section 2. The most striking difference between subdifferential and 
superdifferential transversality conditions appears in the case of upper regular and locally 
Lipschitzian cost functions. In this case Theorem 4.1 provides the discrete maximum prin-
ciple generated by some subgradient x* E or.p(x(tl)) c Br.p(x(tl)) in (3.6) while Corollary 3.3 
ensures it for every x* E Br.p(x( t 1)). This is a big difference! 
To conclude, we present a simple illustrative example of a non-delayed problem, where 
the superdifferential form of the discrete maximum allows us to eliminate a non-optimal 
control but the subdifferential form fails to do it. Minimize the cost functional (1.1) with 
r.p(x) = -lxl, x E JR, and t 1 = 1 subject to the constraints 
x(t +h) = x(t) + hu(t), x(O) = 0, 
u(t) E U := [0, 1], t E T := {0, h, ... , 1- h}, 
where h = 1/N for some natural number N ~ 2. The control u(t) = 0 is obviously not 
optimal while Theorem 4.1 cannot eliminate it. Indeed, or.p(O) = { -1, 1}, and one may 
take p(1) = -1 E -or.p(O) due to this result. We see that the control u(t) = 0 satisfies 
the maximum condition (4.1) with p(t) = -1. On the other hand, the discrete maximum 
principle does not hold for u = 0 if we select p(1) = 1 E c§+r.p(O) = 8>t?(0) = [-1.1]. 1.(' .. this 
control can be eliminated by Corollary 3.3. 
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